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God Suspended Due to Hazing Incident

The Initiation of Adam

God has been temporarily suspended from the
known universe after several
reports of a violent hazing
incident this past weekend.
Under the euphemistic guise
of a “faith-building exercise,” God is alleged to have
commanded Abraham, a
pledge, to climb a mountain
and murder his son, Isaac.
Rumors of God’s hazing
activities have been swirling

for eons and have included
turning pledges into salt,
removing pledges’ ribs, and
unleashing thousands of
frogs and making pledges
clean them up. This weekend’s incident is the first
to be officially reported.
“Saying no in these situations isn’t really an option,”
said Abraham. “While
everything is technically

voluntary, it’s difficult to
refuse in an environment
in which you’re trying
to prove your undying
loyalty to a supreme
moral authority. The peer
pressure is very real.”
“Oh my Me, bro, this
whole thing is being blown
WAY out of proportion,”
responded God when
asked for comment. “I
obviously wasn’t gonna
let him actually kill his
son.” Witness testimonies
have indeed corroborated
that the Creator and Ruler
of the Universe shouted
out “PSYCH, PUSSY!”
at the critical moment.
Authorities are currently
working out the logistics of suspending an
omnipotent and omnipresent abstract being.

Senior Not Like Those Other Guys
Sources close to the
subject report that Wash U
senior Jasper Simmons is
nothing like all those other
assholes. “Jasper doesn’t
care about typical guy stuff
like fantasy football and
grilling things,” points out
sophomore Lena Smith. “He
would much rather teach
you about Sufjan Stevens
and the merits of local craft
breweries and talk about
how that one Gloria Steinem
book broadened his perspective on toxic masculinity.” A
recent sighting of Simmons
playing Jeff Buckley’s Lilac
Wine on the acoustic guitar
confirms theories that he is
both culturally and emotionally literate; moreover, those
in Simmons’ circles agree
that he is far more in touch
with his feelings than most
guys. “It’s refreshing how
he makes sure you know
exactly how he feels,” says
Smith. “He’s super sensitive
to others’ oppression, so he’s
an ally, he doesn’t see color,
and he doesn’t believe in the
wage gap. His great aunt
is half-Jewish, so he understands a lot about Jewish

culture. Plus, he believes in
putting an end to animal
cruelty, so even though he
eats meat he tries not to
wear that much leather.”
In the dating arena,
Simmons is similarly
compassionate. “He’s always
really conscious of making
sure your needs are being
taken into consideration,”
reports longtime friend
Emma Kotfica. “At a
restaurant he’ll sample
twelve different wines
so that he can choose
one he’s sure you’ll
love.” Junior Ashley
Weintraub adds, “His
favorite movie is a little
nuanced, so whenever
he shows it to a girl
he’ll pause every few
minutes to explain the
hidden symbolism.
He’s so considerate.”
Another poignant
testimony praised
the fact that “You
can tell he respects
women by the way
he’s always talking
about how much he loves
his mom, even when it
seems to have nothing to

"Let's get basted!"
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do with the conversation.”
Although typically
very vocal about his innate
understanding of female
needs, Simmons declined
to provide a statement at
press time, as he was preoccupied lending his Alpha
Delt crewneck to that girl
in his philosophy seminar.
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Find Simmons on Bumble or
working on his manuscript in
the back room at Meshuggah.
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One Year After the Election: Where Are They Now?
On November 8, 2016, Donald Trump won the presidency of the United States, bringing an end
to a roller coaster of election drama that lasted over two years. One year later, WUnderground
checked in with some of the 2016 race’s most important figures. Here’s where they are now.

WUnderground
WUnderground is WashU’s
premier [only] satirical
newspaper and should be
taken about as seriously as the
B-schooler in your comparative
literature intensive.
The news reported by this paper
is completely fictitious, at least
to our knowledge. Any resemblance to persons living or dead
is entirely intentional.

Hillary Rodham Clinton
Everybody remembers
Secretary Clinton, the inspiring
and immensely qualified
female figure that won the
hearts of millions of illegal
voters. In September she
released a bestselling book
detailing the four months
she spent lost in the woods of
Westchester County, New York,
immediately following the
election and her epic struggle
to survive. A tireless worker,
Clinton was seen last week
unloading the last of 600,000
“Madam President” buttons
into a U-Haul storage locker.

Ken Bone
The undecided-voterturned-celebrity has made the
most of his fifteen minutes of
fame, making frequent unsolicited public appearances in the
characteristic red sweater that
caught the eye of the nation.
But glory comes at a cost-Bone’s wife and kids left him
in June when he had gone just
8 months without changing
his sweater, a period that has
now reached 13 months. With
no end in sight, Bone continues
sending emails to universities
offering to give commencement addresses and pitching
his personal fragrance line,
“Bon(n)e Odeur,” to employees
at the Macy’s beauty counter.

Bernie Sanders
The Vermont Senator who
garnered a militant following
of young voters during the
2016 race has stayed busy,
continuing to fight for his
signature causes of universal
health care and economic
justice. Senator Sanders was
recently seen giving an impassioned impromptu speech
about income inequality to a
small crowd at the Burlington
AMC Theatre after being
misinformed by a friend about
Sunday matinee prices and
haggling with a teenage cashier
for over twenty minutes.
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Paul Manafort
President Trump’s former
campaign chairman is
currently celebrating the oneyear anniversary of victory
with an indefinite staycation at his $2 million home
in Alexandria, Virginia.

Jeb!
The former governor of
Florida was last seen eating
a somber brunch with Mitt
Romney, the melancholy
silence interrupted only
by the occasional remark
about “poor people.”

Дмитрий Арзамасцев
One of the most influential
players in the 2016 election,
computer scientist Дмитрий
Арзамасцев (in Latin script,
Dmitry Arzamastsev) lives a
quiet life with his wife and
two daughters in Moscow.

Staff Review: Strange Thingers Returns To Netflix

Look out, spoilers ahead!

Hot dog! It’s time for another
season of one of Netflix’s scariest
shows, Strange Thingers! It’s a
must-watch for everybody who
loves television and fears the
1980s. Season Two of Strange
Thingers reintroduces fans to the
the citizens of Hawkey, Indiana,
one year after the Demigloggin
attacked the town middle school.
Thingers should have
returned to normal for Willy
Buyers and his friends, but
they got strangelier instead:
Twelve is missing, and Willy
still senses the Sideways Place.
Uh-oh! He and his friends
Mork, Duster, and Bookas need
to work with Sheriff Popper
to determine the source of all
the strange thingers before all
the evil old white men make
them stranganger. Wowzers!
Meanwhile, Noncy feels
guilty about the death of

Glasses, and romance runs
cold for her and Even Steven.
Willy’s older brother Jimathan still doesn’t have friends.
There are even more Demigloggins in the Sideways place.
Winona Ryder can’t kick her
smoking habit. As if that wasn’t
enough strange thingydingers
happening, there’s a new girl
in town and she can’t read.
It’s hard to believe all
these strange thingers actually happened, and only Netflix
knew about them. There’s so
much more to learn. What’s in
store for Willy and the gang? Is
Glasses back from the dead?
Why is the Sideways Place so
angry? Do nosebleeds lead to
magic powers? Pumpkins? And
where has Mister Mayor been
this whole time? Find out how by
watching Strange Thingers Two.
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Six Foolproof Tricks
for Mind-Blowing Sex
1. Talk Dirty
Here’s a classic move for all you
filthy animals out there: don’t be
afraid to get a little dirty in the
bedroom. You will absolutely blow
your partner’s mind if you whisper,
“More than 14 billion pounds of
waste are dumped into the world's
oceans every year,” right at the
point of climax.
Take your sex life to the next level with these tips written for virgins by virgins.

2. Try Role-Playing
Getting in character allows you
and your partner to see each other
in a new light; plus, it gives you the
opportunity to act out your secret
fantasies. Try acting as Mike Pence
while he or she plays a Build-aBear with a hole in it, or dressing
up as animals to remember that the
astounding current rate of biodiversity loss is the highest in Earth’s
history!

4. Communicate With
Your Partner
Explaining exactly what’s going
on as it happens in real time reassures your partner that you’re present
and attentive during your most intimate moments together; the more
detail you can provide, the better.
Moreover, using third-person narration throughout helps keep you both
in the know regarding each others’
needs and gives you the opportunity to inform your partner about the
rapidly increasing rate at which our
rainforests are being cut down.

3. Spice Things Up
Looking to bring a little heat to
your boudoir repertoire? Try incorporating a splash of Sriracha! You
can put that stuff on anything,
if you know what we mean. That
said, make sure it’s organic-- don’t
forget that fertilizers in agricultural runoff have created a dead
zone the size of New Jersey in the
Gulf of Mexico.

Kinky, right? While not for
the faint of heart, by ditching
the clothing you can help lessen
the carbon footprint of the
apparel industry, which currently
accounts for 25% of the world’s
pesticide usage. Moreover, it
makes the actual act of penetration significantly easier!

But wait... there's
actually seven tips!

7. Do it Raw
5. Bleach Baby, Bleach
Has using the back door lost its
magic? Mix things up by getting
that butthole as white as 93% of the
Great Barrier Reef’s coral, which
has already been bleached due to
relentlessly rising ocean temperatures!

Point
“Food in the Village is so
fucking slow.”
By: Evan Cortez
Junior

I’ve been waiting for my
patty melt for like half an hour,
man. I’m pretty sure like three
guys that ordered after me
have already gotten their food.
I’ve spent this whole time
trying to figure out what the
system is for when they put

6. Do it Naked

stuff on the grill, it’s just a
mystery to me. Also it’s great
that this dude in front of me
gets along with the chefs and
chats them up, you know, but
there’s a limit man, there are
like thirty people here and
we’re fucking hungry, bro.

Looking to go one step further?
If you and your partner ditch
the rubbers we guarantee you’ll
understand how we ended up with
7 billion people and by some estimates exceeded Earth’s capacity
to sustain the human population
over a decade ago!

Counter-Point
Counter-Point
"..."
By: Sarah Whitman
Died while waiting for food at
Village Grill
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Astros Win Important Baseball Game

Top 10...
Things That Probably
Suprised Adam and Eve
a credit score
10. Needing
above 550 to get a loan

9.
The apple that didn't
8. keep the doctor away
The fact that an indi7. vidual blood cell takes
The plot twist at the
end of Gone Girl

Two baseball teams, the Astros and the Dodgers (the two baseball teams), play in an exciting! game of baseball.

On November 1, 2017, the
Houston Astros defeated the
LA Dodgers to win their first
World Series. This specific
baseball
matchup
was
played between these teams
to determine the winner of
the game. There are many
factors that led to the Astros
winning the game, so it’s
helpful to break it down.
Simply put, the Astros
beat the Dodgers by scoring
more points during the
game. At the end of it, the
Astros had 5 points, and the
Dodgers only had 1 point.
Because they had 4 more
points than the Dodgers, the
Astros are considered the
winners. But how exactly
did they get those points?
To earn points, a team
must catch, throw, and
hit a baseball accordingly.
For a team to perform
well, each individual player
must possess these skills.
Therefore, it goes without
saying that one of the main
reasons the Astros won the
World Series baseball game
is because their players
were good at baseball. The
Dodgers, on the other hand,
had different players than

the Astros. These Dodgers
players did not catch,
throw, and hit baseballs
quite as well as the Astros
players did. It is important
to note how the Astros
players could catch, throw,
and hit baseballs so well
that night.
Handling a baseball
with proficiency often
stems from practicing
baseball. The Astros practiced baseball by catching,
throwing, and hitting quite
a bit before the big showdown against the Dodgers.
As would be expected,
practicing baseball requires
a ball. And every player
gets a bat, but only sometimes. The same goes for
mitts. Balls, bats, and mitts
are required to practice
baseball and therefore win
the World Series. But how
exactly are these balls, bats,
and mitts used in conjunction with one another?
Let’s explore that.
These three kinds of
objects are used by the
players of the two teams.
Depending on the situation, one team has bats
while the other team

has balls and mitts. The
players with bats don’t
want the balls so they hit
them away. The players
with balls throw them
because they want the batwielding team to have the
balls. Oh, and the mitts.
Both teams have certain
players with mitts to catch
the balls, because a team
gets points by catching
balls. Both teams follow
these rules while running
around inside a diamond.
Each team has 9 turns with
the bats and 9 turns with
the balls.
Sometimes
players
steal to get a leg up. They
steal balls or bats, whichever their team needs
more of. To complicate
things, there are also hot
dogs, people kissing on
a giant TV screen, and
random folks who aren’t
on either team but wear
jerseys anyway and yell
at the players. During the
exciting,
action-packed,
chaotic game on November
1st, the Houston Astros
managed to get 5 baseball
points. That is how they
won the World Series.

sixty seconds to make
a complete circuit of
the human body

6. The fossil record
When their son died
5. and they totally did not
know what death was

their son woke
4. When
up the next morning
and they totally did not
know what sleep was

3. Pooping

Eve threw Adam
2. When
a surprise party for
his fifteenth birthday

first time they saw
1. The
their Dad naked

What Do You Think?

It’s No-Shave November and students all over campus are growing out
their facial hair for cancer awareness. What do you think?

Ayesha Anand

Seth Goldfarb

Justin X. Carroll

Lee 3 Shower Drain

George Washington

Boyfriend has broad interpretation
of “No-Shave”

Doesn’t understand concept of sunk costs

Former Dean of Students, Cell
Block 7A

Should have requested a modern but
wanted the “community” of a traditional

Freshman, can’t grow a beard

“It’s about to be
a longass month
for Mike.”

“I’m already subscribed to the Dollar Shave Club, so
unfortunately I
can’t participate.”

“Convenient
timing, given the
strict no-razor
policy here.”

“Jesus Christ, I
can breathe
again!”

“I mean, I’ve
always wanted to
grow it out just
to see what it
would look like,
so this is great!”

